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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

PROJECT TITLE: Spring Creek Fire Nonpoint Source BMPs Project
PROJECT START DATE: 10/30/2020
PROJECT COMPLETION DATE: 12/31/2020
FUNDING:

TOTAL BUDGET __$210,916.00_______
TOTAL GRANT __$185,916.00_______
TOTAL EXPENDITURES OF POWER AUTHORITY FUNDS $185,916.00
TOTAL MATCH ACCRUED ___$30,582.24______
BUDGET REVISIONS ___$0____________
TOTAL EXPENDITURES __$216,498.24______

SUMMARY ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
Huerfano County Water Conservancy District contracted with Arkansas River Watershed
Collaborative (ARWC) to oversee this project and implement the best management
practices (BMPs) on the ground. ARWC personnel, along with hired workers and some
landowner participation, completed handwork and tasks involving small machinery, while
the tasks requiring heavy earthmoving equipment were subcontracted. The project
accomplished 12 separate tasks – a list of which can be found on page 6 – to reduce the
threat of sediment loading to public and private drinking water supplies, a conservative
estimate of which has been stated as 6 tons/acre in a 10-year storm event. Catastrophic
floods have already occurred numerous times in the project area since the fire in 2018.
Activities were undertaken in two watersheds: Middle Creek (Cucharas River basin) and
Pass Creek (Huerfano River basin). The accomplishments of Tasks 3-12 of this project in
and alongside Pass Creek, tributary to the Huerfano River, has the potential to significantly
reduce the sediment loading by protecting the unpaved county road from further erosion
and managing the headcuts adjacent to the creek and road. The work of Tasks 1, 2 and 12
in the reaches of Middle Creek will also reduce erosion of County Road 442 and the
resulting sedimentation that endangers the public drinking water quality of the Town of La
Veta and the City of Walsenburg.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
Caused by arson, the 2018 Spring Creek fire in southern Colorado started in Forbes Park
near Fort Garland in Costilla County and spread to the area surrounding La Veta in
Huerfano County. According to the Burned Area Report (BAER) by the USDA Forest
Service, the fire burned a total of 108,045 acres (about 170 square miles), including 9,837
acres on the San Isabel National Forest, 12,266 acres Bureau of Land Management public
lands, 3,867 acres of State land, and 82,076 acres of private land. The BAER report can be
found at: http://www.slvlandfill.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/BAER-Spring-Fire-Report2018_-2.pdf
It was the third-largest wildfire in Colorado history.
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The Spring Creek Fire Nonpoint Source BMPs Project focused on the watersheds of the
Cucharas River with its tributaries of Middle Creek (HUC# 110200060404) and South
Abeyta Creek (HUC# 110200060402), plus the Huerfano River and its tributary of Pass
Creek (HUC# 110200060103). The waterbodies, located in Huerfano County, Colorado,
were severely impacted by the Spring Creek Fire. The BAER report issued by the USDA
Forest Service in 2018 estimated sediment loads of 6 tons per acre in runoff during a 10year storm event.
Land use within the project area includes ranching, as well as outdoor recreation by regular
visitors, including hunters, fishermen, campers, and hikers. County roads involved in the
project are all unpaved. Residents downstream of the burn scar are subjected to flooding
danger (including debris and sediment flows), as are downstream water diverters
(municipal and agricultural) who depend especially upon the flow of Middle Creek to
provide an adequate and clean source of water.
This project is consistent with the state Nonpoint Source Management Program in the goal
of reducing sedimentation and nonpoint source water pollutants in the affected
waterbodies. A TMDL determination has not been made for these waterbodies.
Huerfano County water resources are reflected in the Statewide Water Quality
Management Plan under the Arkansas River Basin Summary Statistics. Huerfano County
Water Conservancy District also participated in developing the Colorado Water Plan by
collaborating with local entities to identify projects for inclusion in the 2015 Arkansas Basin
Roundtable’s Basin Implementation Plan (BIP), including:















South Baker Creek Reservoir
CSWD Cucharas River Bank Intake
Cucharas Mountain Resort Storage
Huerfano River Futile Call Administration Model and Gages
Huerfano Basin Regional Augmentation Plan
Cucharas Basin Regional Augmentation Plan
Collaborative Storage Study: Huerfano and Cucharas Basins
Holita Reservoir West Dam Rehabilitation
La Veta Town Lakes Expansion
La Veta Mexican Ditch Transfer Facilities
Walsenburg Municipal Storage Remediation
City of Walsenburg Water System Rehabilitation
Cucharas River Watershed Assessment
Huerfano River Watershed Assessment

Through the goal of limiting sediment load to the river system, this project has a direct
positive impact on a number of these BIP projects.
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2.0 PROJECT GOAL, OBJECTIVE AND ACTIVITIES
One goal was identified for this project: to reduce the potential for nonpoint source pollution
to impact water quality.
The objective was to prevent more sediment loading to the affected waterbodies.
Accomplishments that met the goal and objective
Task 1: Protection of the drinking water supply structure of a senior citizen landowner.
Task 2: Protection of unpaved County Road 442 from erosion by the South fork of Middle
Creek.
Task 3: Protection of unpaved Pass Creek Road (County Road 572) from erosion by Pass
Creek at two locations.
Task 4: Stabilization of a flood-gouged slot canyon, which has eroded and caused
sedimentation in Pass Creek.
Task 5: Decrease erosion of Pass Creek Road by restricting Pass Creek away from the
county road and back onto the floodplain.
Task 6a and 6b: Protection of a domestic water wellhead and protection of another section
of Pass Creek Road from erosion by Pass Creek.
Task 7: Stabilization of gulches causing flooding and severe erosion of Pass Creek Road.
Task 8: Stabilization of borrow ditch along Pass Creek Road.
Task 9: Enable the thalweg of Pass Creek to be reestablished after a rock flow split the
single channel into two.
Task 10: Enable water flows to sheet out across the flood plain instead of the road.
Task 11: Prevention of stream degradation and decreasing the amount of sediment being
generated.
Task 12: Stabilize disturbed areas.
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MAP
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3.0 Best Management Practices Installed
Task 1: Protection of the drinking water supply structure of a senior citizen landowner.
BMP utilized: Channel stabilization structure.
Description:
During post-fire flood events, senior citizen and landowner Barbara Steffan’s spring was
washed out multiple times since the 2018 Spring Creek Fire. Living in a remote location,
these events left her without a source of drinking water and at risk. Although repairs to the
spring development were made several times, the last attempt was very difficult because
the spring was buried under a mud flow. A new location needed to be found to tap into the
spring. The landowner installed a new spring box and a pipeline that followed contours as
much as possible. The connection between the old system and the new installation was
made, and this Task 1 project focused on protecting the new spring and its structures from
further damages.
Implementation:






A superior sawyer, Jeff
Tienken of Crystal Peak Wall
and Patio, was hired to help
ARWC Natural Resource
Tech II and project manager
David Steffan fell trees.
The trees were directionally
felled and placed in the
existing erosion channel in
order to slow down water and
prevent undercutting of the
pipeline.
Tree limbs were intertwined
and locked together to
stabilize the structure and
maximize sediment capture.

Value of trees counted as match:
$550 (25 @ $22 value each).
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Task 2: Protection of unpaved County Road 442 from erosion by the South fork of Middle
Creek.
BMP utilized: Kicker log to protect and stabilize streambank.
Description:
Flood events of 2018 and 2019 washed out Middle Creek Road (County Road 440), adding
immense sediment loads to the water system and leaving residents with a lengthy and
circuitous route to drive in order to reach La Veta to pick up mail and groceries. A Natural
Resources Conservation Service Emergency Watershed Protection project was installed in
2019 at the junction of the North and South forks of Middle Creek, leaving the turn onto CR
442 in the shape of a half-S curve. Subsequent flood events through 2020 carrying more
debris and sediment flattened out the adjacent landscape. A train derailment also occurred
near the Task site in 2020. While railroad salvage operations were taking place, another
flood washed out a culvert on CR 442 downstream of the EWP site on private property not
connected to these projects. Although the railroad maintenance crew reinstalled the culvert,
it was not orientated properly to align with the flow of Middle Creek. This caused the
thalweg (natural flow profile of the stream) to shift and force the stream against the half-S
curve on CR 442. The creek’s new direction tended to form a new channel, which
unfortunately connected to the washed out county road. The result was a large amount of
sediment entering the
stream system.
Implementation:
Dave Steffan and Jeff
Tienken located the largest
diameter tree they could
find, felled it, and used a
rented skid-steer to drag it
about three-quarters of a
mile to the problem site.
This kicker log was set in
the creek alongside the halfS curve, and harvested
material was used to bed
the log. Placement of the
log effectively cut off the new, eroding stream channel and forced the water at a modified
angle toward the opposite streambank where harder rock withstood the force of the water
and drove it downstream into the next leg of the creek. Rocks and debris were placed
behind the kicker log, and it was locked into place by being situated next to a live
tree. Value of the tree counted as in-kind match by landowner: $22.
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Task 3: Protection of unpaved Pass Creek Road (County Road 572) from erosion by Pass
Creek at two locations.
BMP utilized: Snagging and clearing to alleviate debris and rock jam.
Description:
Since the 2018 Spring Creek Fire, Pass Creek Road (CR 572) has experienced multiple
massive debris flows and has been closed intermittently, once for over a year, as Huerfano
County Road and Bridge (HCR&B) addressed the damages and subsequent debris flows
multiple times.
After the original culvert under CR 572 plugged, HCR&B installed a new culvert at one
location where Pass Creek was overtopping the road. The effort has been complicated by
the shifting stream channel south and upstream of this culvert.
Pass Creek crosses the road about a quarter-mile upstream from west to east. At this spot,
rock continued to build up after each storm event generated mud, debris and rock flows
from the widely burned, steep mountains surrounding Paradise Acres rural subdivision. On
the east side of CR 572, Pass Creek flows against one of the two hills, about a quarter-mile
apart, that serve to constrict the flow of Pass Creek. Along this stretch of stream, it is
covered by dense unburned vegetation that further aggravates the transport of water
downstream. Beyond the vegetation, Pass Creek again crosses CR 572 from east to west
at the location of the troublesome plugged culvert.
Downstream of this Task site during storm events, Iron Mountain has contributed large rock
debris flows. Boulders, one described by the local newspaper as being the size of a small
vehicle, and lesser chunks of rock have moved through the system essentially as a unit,
creating a deep stream bed that moves the rock load in elevational drops and then spreads
it out onto flat flood plains.
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Downed trees and debris at Task 3 site

ARWC observed that the rock load from Paradise Acres and Iron Mountain was not moving
through the creek system because downed trees and debris had jammed up, causing Pass
Creek to essentially dam up and continue to erode the county road, loading Pass Creek
with hundreds of tons of sediment. ARWC determined that there existed a fairly large flood
plain downstream that might alleviate erosion by the creek; however, the water was being
restricted from accessing it because of the damming effect of the woody debris.
Implementation:
To implement the BMP of snagging and clearing, ARWC Project Manager Dave Steffan
used a rented mini-excavator with a bucket for a half-day to move the large downed trees
from the debris jam to a safe burn location. Theresa Springer, ARWC Wildland Fire Rehab
Coordinator, moved manageable debris by hand. Slash and burn piles were created, with
some trees limbed-up or cut into logs. Weather – snow and high winds – delayed the
burning of these slash piles until Christmas eve, 2020.
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Task 3 Site after debris snagging and clearing
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Task 4: Stabilization of a flood-gouged slot canyon, which has eroded and caused
sedimentation in Pass Creek.
BMP utilized: Grade control log drop structures (log sills and cribwalls) to span the width of
the canyon bottom.
Description:
Task 4 area is a V-shaped canyon with CR 572 at the bottom. Both sides of the canyon
experienced high intensity soil burn during the 2018 Spring Creek Fire, which destroyed the
stand of timber. The canyon has a steady elevational drop except in areas where the storm
water runoff hit soft soil deposits and gouged out holes. One of those holes was in CR 572
in conjunction with a newly formed slot canyon to the west.
When ARWC first scoped this site for potential projects, it was slated as a hand crew work
site. However, a subsequent storm resulted in erosion that opened a wide, deep, defined
slot canyon on the west side of the road. The amount of sediment that entered the system
in a November, 2020 storm was very high. Thus, the site became a heavy equipment
project site and was bid out.
Slot canyon being filled with downed trees

ARWC sent invitations to bid to Huerfano
County contractors with work experience
in this discipline, a list of which was
found on the list of contractors licensed
in Huerfano County. The request for
proposals included a description of the
work planned, the timeline, etc. Of the
five contractors who responded with and
the three who attended the mandatory
pre-bid site visit, two contractors
submitted bids, and both were awarded
contracts for tasks under this project.
Implementation:

H and H Forestry served as the
subcontractor for Task 4. The company
had previous work experience with
ARWC and had shown good working
knowledge of the required machinery
plus an ability to learn new methods for the BMPs. Dave Steffan oversaw the daily
installation progress of the Task. Theresa Springer ensured the contractor was well versed
in the BMP plan.
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Dead trees in the area of
the Task are large in
diameter and tall, thus ideal
for creating the log drop
structures. A series of Vshaped structures were
planned that would lock into
the hillsides of the slot
canyon. The structures
have a foundation of trees
buried below grade and rise
above ground level. The
purpose of each structure is
to capture sediment behind
the logs, using the gouged
holes created by previous
floods as sediment capture
areas, while slowing down
the velocity of the runoff.
A series of these log drop
structures were built using a
mini-excavator and a skid
Cribwall near completion.
steer. Under Steffan’s
direction, the operator did a
superior job of ensuring minimal ground disturbance at the site during installation. The log
drop structures are highly technical in degree of fall for thalweg and angles for optimum
stress distribution during storms. As with most post fire treatments, these types of
structures are not meant as a cure-all. They merely buy time while the affected slopes
recover and find a new equilibrium.
The fine sediment at the site was removed and carried off the east side of the county road
to be used as fill for voids where needed, preventing the sediment from reaching the live
stream.
Logs were then jammed into the slot canyon, and it was filled with treetops to slow future
runoff.
Nine trees were sourced onsite and used in the drop structures and slot canyon. All told,
the rock sourced at and used for the site amounted to about 20 tons, much of which went
into filling the slot canyon. Value of in-kind match: $3,998.
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Task 5: Decrease erosion of Pass Creek Road by restricting Pass Creek away from the
county road and back onto the floodplain.
BMP utilized: Mining-style wooden crib walls to force the flow of water in a different
direction.
Description:
The site of Task 5 was once a favorite fishing hole. Meandering through a horse pasture,
Pass Creek was surrounded by beautiful aspen trees and tall pines, giving the spot a
postcard picture look, with the mountains in the background. The 2018 Spring Creek Fire
killed most of the trees and destroyed the potential of site as a fishery for decades to come.
As described in Task 3, the rock moving through the system had raised the creek elevation
so much that the road became the flood plain and the creek overflowed it. Pass Creek thus
was eroding road base and soil away from the county road and into the waterway.
The focus of HCR&B is strictly to keep the road open. So when the road washed out, the
maintenance crew hauled in more fill to replace what washed away. Then the rocks moving
through the stream system would raise the stream bed again, forming an endless cycle.
ARWC determined that this was a major sediment contributor that could be addressed.
Implementation:
The BMP that was illustrated for
potential contractors during the pre-bid
onsite meeting uses tree root wads
placed at the edge of the road installed
in conjunction with half-vane weirs in
the stream. The objective of the BMP
was to force the thalweg away from the
county road. Small storms would fill in
debris behind the vane and slowly raise
the road edge. The trick was to have
small storms do the work before a big
one hit. This type of work requires a
highly skilled, river experienced
operator. Although H and H Forestry
had the low bid, they did not have the required experience.

Initial site preparation for cribbing

After conferring with several experts, and taking into consideration the experience level of
the subcontractor, project oversight and budget, Theresa Springer adjusted the BMP to use
wooden crib walls instead. These were historically used in the old coal mines in the area,
and many are still filling the role they were installed to perform.
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Dave Steffan oversaw the project.
Having active duty experience with
the Army Corps of Engineers, he
had the necessary training and
knew how to modify the typical crib
wall design for the intended
purpose of this Task. The materials
were locally sourced, and Steffan
was meticulous in his design (see
illustration below). The trees were
cut, and the ends of each were
marked in much the same way logs
are marked for construction of a log
home, including the direction of the
ends and the numerical order of the
logs as they are placed.
A total of thirteen logs were brought
to the site. This was three more
than were ultimately used but
necessary for selecting logs with
proper length, diameter and taper.
Preparing the site for installation
was a challenge, as the area
around the road was swampy. Fortunately the rocks that had flowed down from Iron
Mountain in the various storm events formed a suitable fill base in the stream bed.
The logs were set and fitted together with rebar, forming a cohesive unit; should movement
occur, the structure would move as a unit. The logs are differing lengths, so the offset on
the joints is carried throughout the length of the structure. Overall finished length is 108
feet.
The rocky vane was installed upstream of the crib wall. This resembles a sand bar and
effectively kicked the thalweg back to its pre-fire position. Rock for edging at the site was
sourced locally and hauled in using a rented dump trailer. Five tons of rock were used to
secure the structure.
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Because the change in the BMP negated the need for large rock to be hauled in, and
because local materials and innovative field fits were used, this Task was completed more
economically than budgeted,
Cribbing structure at completion
allowing allocation of more of
the budget to using heavy
equipment contractors for
Task 4.
13 trees were allocated to this
Task, plus 5 tons of rock; inkind match by landowner:
$1,236.

Modified cribbing design customized to site
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Task 6a and 6b: Protection of a domestic water wellhead and protection of another section
of Pass Creek Road from erosion by Pass Creek.
BMP utilized: Debris removal from the floodplain.
Description of 6a:
In Task 6a, attempts were made to protect a landowner’s domestic water wellhead. The
landowner, Blenkush, had a drinking water wellhead that was getting buried by the floodborne sediment deposited in his once highly productive hayfield, which has been
transformed into a sandy outwash plain. The pond that was adjacent to that hayfield has
long since been filled in by several feet of sediment and mud flows after storm events. Now
rocks from the erosion of Iron Mountain are just starting to show up in small quantities
during flood surges. When the area is dry, dust events are generated by the typical
Huerfano County winds. In an attempt to protect their wellhead, the owners had already
added a four-foot culvert to increase the height of the well pipe stand, covering it with an
upside-down stock tank. When ARWC assessed the problem, the tank cover was starting
to be overtaken by additional sediment deposition. Although the owners tried building a
berm to divert the water, flood waters flanked the berm and built up sediment behind the
well.
Implementation:
After three attempts which are detailed in Section 7.0, the team finally settled on raising the
pipe stand five feet higher.
Description of 6b:
Adjacent and connected to the site for Task 6a is the location of Task 6b. Increased
streamflow often causes Pass Creek to overtop the road, effectively turning the land on
either side of the county road into a flood plain. After the meandering creek flows past the
wellhead location, water coming from the Blenkush field gets channeled by debris, causing
incision of the stream channel below the culvert crossing. The creek crosses under the
county road at the northeast
corner through a 30-inch
culvert and follows along the
base of the Dakota formation
rock dike (locally known as
the Weeping Rock). The
creek was eroding a deep
channel and gouging pools
out of the silty alluvial
deposits.
Logjam at base of Weeping Rock
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In addition, woody flood debris has been caught up in the willows and cottonwood trees at
the site, further channeling surges, causing more erosion and threatening the road bed with
erosive back cutting. Woody debris was impeding the flow of water and the creek’s ability to
access the historical flood plain. The surges needed to sheet out over the area, allowing for
both attenuation and preventing further down cutting of the stream bed and road.
Implementation:
In order to remove the debris and open up the flood plain, the mini-excavator was used by
Dave Steffan and Tienken to break up logjams, extricate debris from alongside the road
and clean debris from fence lines. Debris was gathered by machine and by hand in an end
dump trailer, which was hauled to the Huerfano County pit near La Veta and offloaded.

Task 7: Stabilization of gulches causing flooding and severe erosion of Pass Creek Road.
BMPs utilized: Crib walls and log sill grade control structures.
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Description:
The storm runoff surges coming out of the northern most gulches on Iron Mountain were
causing severe back cuts that were eroding away the roadbase and underlying soil of
County Road 572. This Task was identified as one of the most critical project needs, along
with Task 4, because of loss of road bed, thus adding sediment to the waterbody.
A four-foot deep back cut threatened the county road and buried utilities. The potential for
significant additional sediment introduction into the steam system was huge. This was
again a case where the HCR&B maintenance crew just kept filling the damaged area with
loose rock and dirt after events to keep road access open, only to lose it during the next
storm surge. A set of structures was needed at both Iron Mountain gulches to capture
sediment, sheet out surges, and address grade control.
Implementation:
Dave Steffan and
Jeff Tienken used
the mini-excavator
to build cribwalls
and sills that were
on a larger scale
than could be
accomplished by a
Cribwall
hand crew.
Tienken brought the expertise for the precise construction of the cribwalls and trained
Steffan on this skill. A large cribwall was constructed about 50 feet up the gulch from the
most severely affected area. Trenching and log placement were accomplished by the miniexcavator, with adjustments and chinking done by hand. The mini-ex was also used to
transport and place boulders to secure
the structure. A 2-log sill was
constructed along the lower edge of the
roadway where the back cutting was
occurring. Boulders were hand fitted into
the cut and around the logs. A smaller
cribwall and a single log sill were built in
a similar fashion on the next smaller
gulch to the south.

Log sill
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Task 8: Stabilization of borrow ditch along Pass Creek Road.
BMP utilized: Single log sill.
Description:
At the base of Iron Mountain, where the borrow ditch empties into Pass Creek, deep
incision and back cutting was occurring, causing sedimentation in the waterway.
Implementation:
As a complementary activity to the work performed in Task 7, Dave Steffan and Jeff
Tienken installed a single log sill structure in the borrow ditch, which is farther north
(downstream) of the gulches treated in Task 7. The completed log sill is shown below.
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Task 9: Enable the thalweg of Pass Creek to be reestablished after a rock flow split the
single channel into two.
BMP utilized: Create drop structures (steps) to allow the correct thalweg to be
reestablished.

Task 9 site before project

Description:
On the Schneiderman property, Pass Creek flows which exceeded the capacity of the
culvert and water bar at the driveway repeatedly overtopped the county road, eroding holes
in it for about an eighth of a mile and depositing rocks in the thalweg. The situation was
made worse by debris clogging the fence and preventing the water from flowing off the
road.
Implementation:
The Task was advertised for contractor bid, and Double M Excavating, owned by Larry
Morgan, was awarded the contract. Morgan has deep roots in Huerfano County and is also
very experienced in river work.
Approximately 42 tons of 36” rocks were imported, and Double M completed the drop
structures. The drop has unearthed several large boulders. The team believes that, with the
upper portion fixed, the five-foot drop will eventually heal itself.
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Task 10: Enable water flows to sheet out across the flood plain instead of the road.
BMP utilized: Debris removal.
Description:
The ditches along the road are lower than the natural flood plain at this Task site, and the
debris clogging the
fence was turning
the road into the
path of least
resistance for
flood surges.
Implementation:
In order to remedy
the problem, water
needed to be
allowed to sheet out
across the flood
plain instead of the
road.
Task 10 site before project
Dave Steffan and
Jeff Tienken
performed hand cleaning of the debris along the surge path on the side of the road nearest
the creek. This gave the water a way to get back to Pass Creek. The decision was made to
leave some of the debris closer to the road along the fence because it was protecting the
road from future inundation. The rest of the debris was removed, loaded in the dump trailer
and taken to the Huerfano County pit near La Veta.
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Task 11: Prevention of stream degradation and decrease the amount of sediment being
generated.
BMPs utilized: Restore the stream channel and assist with headgate replacement.
Description:
At this location, on property owned by the Koscove family, Pass Creek was badly damaged
by flooding. The Gimlet Ditch head
gate, maintained by property renter
Dan Gomez, was washed out.
Coffin blocks had been placed to
divert the flow to the irrigation ditch.
More erosion was probable. Water
commissioner Doug Brgoch
requested that ARWC assess the
site for a project. Gomez was
consulted, and he explained that he
placed large cement blocks in the
creek and dug a deeper ditch.
However, a subsequent flood
washed away the blocks, leaving
the creek bed so damaged it was
difficult to determine where it should
be flowing. Gomez put more blocks
in the creek, since he has no other
Task 11 site before project
way to divert the water to the fields
he rents except at this spot where headgate used to be.
ARWC invited USACE for a consultation on the potential project and to discuss the need
for a 404 permit. Suggestions for treatments included installing step pools or even
excavating the site to create sinuosity and then replanting the area.
Implementation:
The Task was advertised for bid, and Double M Excavating was awarded the contract for
the Task. Larry Morgan had helped install the original headgate that was destroyed in the
flooding, so he was familiar with where and how the previous diversion was installed in a
widened stream. He was in agreement with restoring the creek and collaborating on a new
type of flood-armored, metal plate diversion designed by Theresa Springer.
In discussions with Gomez and the contractor, ARWC set the focus of the Task as
preventing more degradation of the stream at the site and decreasing the amount of
sediment being generated.
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60 tons of rocks were hauled in to align the creek and help sustain it through future floods.
The elevational height needed for the diversion to work was determined. The concrete
blocks were removed and replaced by two layers of large rocks. Disturbance of the site was
kept to a minimum, with an elevational drop of no more than five feet between structures.
The salvaged concrete blocks were buried near the post to increase the elevation of the
site. ARWC furnished two sheets of metal and a stick of channel iron. Gomez welded the
diversion gate.
The elevations were set
and the drop structures
were installed. Double M
confirmed that the
elevation of the diversion
gate matched the
elevation of the rocks.
Downstream of this Task
site, jammed up debris
was also removed.

Task 11 site after completion
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Task 12: Stabilize disturbed areas.
BMP utilized: Seeding with appropriate seed species.
Description:
Areas that were disturbed by heavy equipment during implementation of the Project’s
various Tasks needed to be seeded. The area on Uptop was logged last summer and was
identified during scoping by ARWC as a contingency project, as it is at the headwaters of
South Abeyta Creek.
The construction at the sites of Tasks 4 and 5 were carried out with a careful effort not to
disturb areas unless absolutely necessary. However, the logs and rocks were sourced from
the sites, and some surface damage could not be avoided. The Gimlet Ditch site of Task 11
was small, but the work was rather intensive for building the rock structures.
Implementation:
Seeding of the disturbed areas was scheduled using the appropriate species of seed. The
contractor at the Gimlet Ditch site took care of the seeding at that site, as it was rather
small. For the other seeding needs, ARWC contracted with a local hydroseeding and
forestry company, Everything Evergreen. Approximately one acre was seeded at each site
for Tasks 4 and 5. An additional 11 acres were seeded at Uptop. In addition to high altitude
perennial native grasses, the Uptop seeding mix included tree seeds appropriate to the
ecology: lodge pole pine, blue spruce and fir.
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4.0 MONITORING

Task 5 is a project that we plan to monitor over the next few years. We are looking forward
to seeing how this BMP performs, its resiliency, and gaging how effective it is in keeping
the flow of water going in the correct direction.
An upcoming Colorado Water Conservation Board (CWCB) grant project will allow ARWC
to conduct photo documentation monitoring of this BMP.
Because of the short duration of this project, no other monitoring of the BMP installations
and activities was conducted.
Over the next two years, with a grant from CWCB, the on-the-ground flood mitigation work
will continue in both watersheds. Over this time period, the participating organizations will
have opportunities to observe how the BMPs are performing.

5.0 COORDINATION EFFORTS
The team toured the project areas with representatives of the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers. USACE has expressed the desire to make sure all work in both river basins will
allow invertebrates to pass through the waterways. The Middle fork of Middle Creek and
Pass Creek are areas of focus in deliberations about native fish reintroduction.
Task 11 was coordinated with the Lead Water Commissioner for Districts 16 & 18, Division
2, Division of Water Resources, Colorado Department of Natural Resources.
There were no coordinated efforts with State environmental programs, USDA programs, or
Federal land management agencies.

6.0 SUMMARY OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
The landowners at all Task sites gave permission for access to their property and enabled
the installation of BMPs and completion of work. In some cases, they assisted the team
where possible and appropriate.
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7.0 ASPECTS OF THE PROJECT THAT DID NOT WORK WELL

ARWC made three attempts to accomplish Task 6a, which was targeted to protect a
wellhead. The unsuccessful attempts were:
#1. Flatten an area in front of the well and install four-foot square Hesco cages. The rented
mini-excavator was used to level the ground while it was frozen. However, when the spot
thawed, the deposited sediment became soupy like quicksand estimated at somewhere
between five and eight feet deep. It became evident that Hesco cages would sink and not
be effective. The landowner had suggested creating a berm of Hesco cages from one high
spot to the next high spot, adding up to hundreds of yards. The project budget did not
accommodate that potential solution. While alternate plans were being contemplated, the
creek changed course and moved dangerously close to the work site. ARWC personnel
returned the site to the way it was.
#2. Engage a heavy equipment operator to move the creek away from the well.
Unfortunately, no contractors bid on the project.
#3. Create rock vane weirs to move the creek over and away from the wellhead. Dave
Steffan and Theresa Springer used the mini-excavator to start creating the vanes, but the
equipment began to sink in the soggy sediment. Abandoning the plan to use equipment,
Dave Steffan and Theresa Springer dug and moved debris by hand and diverted the creek
to its old historical channel. Within days, after a rain, three quarters of the creek channel
again headed right toward the wellhead.
With the deep sediment at this location, only an expensive project involving heavy
earthmoving equipment seems adequate to address protecting this wellhead.

The initial Purpose of Work Statement included installing Hesco cages to direct the
streamflow back toward a flood warning gage on Indian Creek as “Project Area B,” a
project submitted for consideration by the Mayor of La Veta. Unfortunately, the landowners
were not amenable to the planned Task. Although an alternate site was located to move
the gage where it could better monitor the depth of the creek in case of flooding, there was
not sufficient time within the project’s short timeframe to enact an alternative plan that could
properly rewire and calibrate the gage once moved to the new site. Instead, the funds
budgeted for the Task were redirected to Tasks 1, 2 and 12.
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8.0 FUTURE ACTIVITY RECOMMENDATION
A deliverable under this project was the development of an updated list of priorities for postfire projects and estimated costs for those proposed projects. This list can be found as an
appendix to this report.
Under Task 6b, the team observed that the only thing holding the elevational grade of the
hay meadow is the culvert. The best scenario for holding the sediment in place is when
meadow grass begins to push through the sediment and stabilize it. Since the culvert at this
location is holding the system in a tenuous state of equilibrium, a future project may
address ways to keep it from blowing out. If that should happen and the sediment is not yet
stabilized, the trapped sediment would drain out and flow downstream.
Under Task 9, the east side of Pass Creek Road has a flood plain that is full of sediment.
Although it would have been beneficial to remove more of the sediment, current project
funding would not support this additional work. There are multiple additional problems at
the site, including an old, incomplete drop structure in Pass Creek. The team suggests
restructuring the channel and culvert to complete the drop structure. With its sharp lefthand turn to enter the culvert, the stream should have a large water bar added so it can
cross Pass Creek Road north (downstream) of the culvert. The team has counseled
HCR&B on this recommendation.
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Spring Creek Fire Nonpoint Source BMPs Project
Contract 2021*2970
Appendix: Priority List of Proposed Projects
Contact: ARWC Carrie Adair carriea@arkcollaborative.org 719-400-8042
General location
The GAP, Big branch,
Vories, Chapperal,
rilling
Idlewild

Problem description

Possible solution

Debris flow on highway
and into Cucharas River

4 sediment basins

Tons of debris flow

Estimated
cost
$600,000

LM culvert off CDOT

Undercutting

Mixed projects
submitted for 319
grant
(site visit needed)

Pass Creek hill slope
treatment

High burn severity, highly
erodible soil and massive
rock flows

Seeding, woody
residue, mulching,
log drop structures

$87,000

Saddle horn

Sediment traps full

Grade control near
road; cleaning
existing structures

$28,000

Price Canyon

Road has become the
creek. Deep cutting and
sediment transport

Put both perennial
creeks back in the
channel and out of
the road
Remove sediment; fix
dam

$840,000
$40,000

$30,000

Low’s earthen dam
repurpose

Dam that worked as sed
basin wall compromised

Jolly Roger attenuation
zone

Sill logs, root wads

$30,000

Middle fork, Middle
Creek

Just above other work,
water needs slowing
down, cutting deep
Slopes are still shedding
soil at a high rate

LEBs and seeding

$40,000

Genova

Slopes losing soil

LEBs and seeding

$25,000

Devil’s Canyon

Lots of rocky debris
coming out of the canyon

Basins (3)

$75,000

Phemister

RR holding back large
amount of sediment.
Cannot hold anymore

Seeding, abatis,
grade control

$40,000
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$42,000

Dr. Tim’s

Highest point on Middle
Middle that is private, no
regrowth

Crib walls

$35,000

Tunnel Canyon

Another big contributor;
many slot canyons
forming

$40,000

Gun Turret Basin

Low on middle creek,
steep banks above and in
this are that the toe has
been eroded out of

Steepest available
area, step the slots
down; slow the water
in the speed area
Off channel sediment
basin

Windy Point Hillslope
Treatment

Sediment runs and blows
away
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Use small machine to
build grade controls
that capture sediment

$120,000

$25,000

